INTERNATIONAL CREDIT MOBILITY
ERASMUS+ KA107 PROGRAM
@ UNIVERSIDADE DE SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA
_GALICIA_SPAIN

Call for applications opened

MORE INFORMATION:
- STUDENTS: WWW.USC.ES/EN/PERFIS/INTERNACIONAL/PROGRAMAS/ERASMUS_KA107/ESTUDANTES_INCOMING.HTML
- STAFF: HTTPS://WWW.USC.ES/EN/PERFIS/INTERNACIONAL/MOBILIDADE/ERASMUSPLUSINTERNATIONALCREDITMOBILITY.HTML

ASK IN YOUR INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
The University of Santiago de Compostela - USC is a public university located in the city of Santiago de Compostela, Galicia, Spain. The university ranks 5th in Spain’s best universities ranking, and has more than 2,000 professors involved in study and research, over 42,000 students.

As part of the doctoral mobility scholarship agreement signed between the Lebanese University and the University of Santiago del Compostela (USC) in Spain, the Faculty of Sciences and the doctoral School of Sciences and Technology (DSST), launch the 3rd Call for applications for Erasmus+ International Credit Mobility-KA107 at USC. These fellowships are dedicated for doctoral students to complete a four-month residency at one of USC’s laboratories and research centers. For more information about labs and research centers:

http://www.usc.es/doutoramentos/en

USC website – includes Guidance, instructions on how to use the application tool, and model student and staff agreements:

a. **INCOMING E+KA107 STUDENTS**  
b. **INCOMING E+KA107 TEACHING STAFF**

PhD students are invited to deposit their applications through the application tool:

http://www.usc.es/ka107/admin/

**Information for students:**


**Date of the fellowships:** Between September 2019 and June 2020

**Duration:** Four months

**Field:** sciences and technology

**Deadline for submission:** until 25th March 2019

For more information, do not hesitate to contact Prof. Bilal BEYDOUN by email: bilbey@ul.edu.lb or bilbeyd@hotmail.com